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Toyota Warranty is a key part of the Toyota
ownership proposition, giving us a unique
offering that our competition cannot match.
With 70% of Toyota owners choosing to
service and maintain their vehicle outside of
the Toyota Network, Toyota Warranty should
focus on driving new service customers to
our workshops, win back lapsed customers
and retain those already servicing with us. An
exciting opportunity for our brand and our
customers.

The 'up to 10 year warranty' message is a
compelling one, however we must ensure
that we activate this carefully to avoid
misleading communications, and comply
with all legal advice. Key to this is
differentiation of the 3 year Manufacturer
Warranty and the subsequent additional
service activated warranty. This pack contains
updated details of how to activate and
communicate these propositions.

To support your communication of Toyota
warranty, we offer an updated suite of assets
from digital banners to showroom posters,
tailoring the message for New, Used and
Service customers. These are available on
the TCMS portal.

To help support this, we have also updated
the 10 year Warranty graphic that should be
used primarily on new car and digital assets,
as this allows customers to directly access
the important T&Cs in a legally compliant
way. Please note that this replaces the
previous ‘Relax’ graphic in all instances.

The message, copy and graphic usage within
the assets available on the TCMS portal have
been approved by our legal team. If you do
wish to create local assets that deviate from
those on the portal, they must be approved
by the TCMS team prior to use. Please
contact the TCMS team who will be happy to
discuss your ideas.

Thank you for your continued support in
promoting this unique proposition.

Stuart Sanders
Director, Communications and Product

INTRODUCTION
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As you will be aware, the way in
which we speak about warranty
to customers has changed. The
following naming principles must
now be used when describing the
3 separate elements:

Manufacturer Warranty: 0-3
years (during this time
customer can service vehicle
wherever they like & warranty
still applies)
Toyota Warranty: up to 10
years/100,000 miles (made up
of 3 years manufacturer
warranty + 7 years/ service
activated additional warranty)
Additional Warranty: 12 month
service activated warranty (4-10
years)

We must ensure that we are clear
on these differences when
speaking to customers about the
warranty options available to
them, and advertise the correct
warranty type, depending on
where they are in their buying
journey.

The table on the following page
outlines the messaging and
caveats that should be used,
depending on whether
advertising warranty for a new
car, used car or in servicing
communications.

WARRANTY MESSAGING



WARRANTY COPY EXAMPLES



MESSAGING COMPLIANCE
What we can’t say:

‘Relax’ cannot be used to
describe any of the warranty
elements in any instances.
We cannot say that every
service gives the customer a 12
months warranty without
specifying that this is after their
manufacturer warranty expires.
The 10 years/100,000 miles
warranty offering should never
be described as the
‘manufacturer warranty’ as this
is only the 0-3 years element.

We must not imply that
customers need their car
serviced with us during the
manufacturer warranty period
for their warranty to remain
valid.
When the vehicle is not new
(service or used) we should not
use messaging ‘up to 10 years
warranty’ but instead, ‘until
your car is 10 years old’ (see
previous page for details).
We must not use the warranty
logo on any used or servicing
communications.

The following page outlines what
we can and can't say when
advertising the warranty options
available to customers.

What we can say:

We can only use ‘Relax’ within
copy e.g., ‘giving you a chance
to relax in the knowledge that
you and your vehicle are in safe
hands.'
The warranty logo can be used
on new car communications
only.
We can say 'service activated
warranty' to describe the
additional 12 months/10,000
miles warranty offering.



When promoting the Toyota Warranty offering, you should ensure that the messaging is amended accordingly based on the target audience. The
primary target audience for Centres is owners of vehicles aged 4-10 years, as outlined below.

*Press, Radio and Outdoor (e.g. petrol forecourts) where appropriate

^Paid search, display, social
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Totem Wrap
Value Chain Silent Salesman
Card
Mirror Hangers
Customer Handout
Digital Hub Video
External Signage

Vehicle Decals
Social & Display Adverts
Email Templates (CMC's)
Direct Mail Template
Email Signatures
Call Centre Script Guidance

With significant investment and national reach, TGB's focus is on the
lost/unknown customers.

Centres should initially focus on actions to maximise retention of live
customers, and win-back lapsed customers, focusing on 4-10 year old
vehicles. Activity should focus on targeting in-market customers,
through search and retargeting, to maximise return-on-investment.

To support activity for Toyota Warranty, the following suite of assets
have been updated and are now available (scroll to page two and

An updated ‘up to 10 year warranty’ graphic is also available. Please
see the Toyota Warranty messaging section for guidance on how this
should be used.

ALWAYS ON

After Sales (paid search and premium online display) is already
part of the TCMS ‘Always On’ programme but now also includes
Toyota Warranty.

Both campaigns promote Toyota Warranty to existing customers
and conquest prospects within your local territory, driving traffic
to your official Centre websites and incremental opportunities
into your businesses. Paid search has been updated with
relevant keywords and our premium online display banners have
been updated with Toyota Warranty creative and messaging to
create awareness as well as retargeting people who have visited
your Centre websites.

Both channels are £150 media + £25 fee per month.

If you are already signed-up to After Sales ‘Always On’ paid
search or premium online display then there is no need to do
anything, your campaigns will continue to run with the revised
media/fee budgets. If you wish to add or sign-up to either
channel then please contact the TCMS Team.



TCMS ASSET VISUALS

Download TCMS Assets

https://tcms.toyota.co.uk/home?search=%7B%22tags%22%3A%5B%7B%22id%22%3A%5B%22ELr5cypVVi%22%5D%7D%5D%7D


TCMS ASSET VISUALS

Download TCMS Assets

https://tcms.toyota.co.uk/home?search=%7B%22tags%22%3A%5B%7B%22id%22%3A%5B%22ELr5cypVVi%22%5D%7D%5D%7D
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The Value Chain Centrally Managed Campaigns are designed to
encourage loyal and lapsed Toyota owners to return the Centre
Network for servicing and MOT work, they are vital component in our
marketing activity to create awareness of the new Toyota Warranty
proposition amongst a key target audience.

The highly personalised, mobile friendly daily email campaigns utilise
invoice history, contact data and permissions from your DMS, as well
as third party DVLA MOT data to ensure timely and relevant service
and MOT reminders. The email campaigns targeting lapsed service
customers and owners of vehicles over 5 years old now include the
Toyota Warranty proposition, emulating the national marketing look
and feel.

The CMCs are fully managed and broadcast daily with reporting
added to VCR.

The cost for participating is £100 per month, if you are not already
signed up to the Centrally Managed Campaigns please contact your
RMM to opt in.

CMC's

Email campaigns include Toyota Warranty as secondary
message:
Buy a Service Plan – New & Used Buyers
Service, MOT reminders <5 years
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The introduction of Toyota Warranty provides a significant value
proposition for our customers, in addition to the core benefits that
already exist when servicing with an approved Toyota Service Centre:

Added value for servicing (comprehensive 12 months / 10,000 miles
warranty included after expiry of the manufacturer warranty)

Warranty transferrable to future vehicle owners

Full parts and labour cover

Includes Hybrid components

All work completed by fully qualified Toyota technicians

Vehicle will always have genuine Toyota parts

Hybrid Health Check
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The proposition is not only beneficial to our Toyota customers, it’s of
significant value to our Centres as well. Toyota Warranty provides
multiple opportunities, from retention right through to operations
processes:

Opportunity to retain more vehicles 4-10 years old for servicing
(resulting in incremental profit growth)

Significantly improved Service Plan value

Higher volume MOT opportunity

Increased extended maintenance and upsell opportunity

Build stronger relationships with Toyota owners and chance to up-
sell/cross-sell into new Toyota vehicles at right time

Simplified claims process through CWS system
A unique franchise proposition that cannot be matched by
independents
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We have conducted extensive research with Toyota owners, including
those who do and don't get their vehicle serviced within the Toyota
network. This research has helped us understand our customers' views
and motivations around servicing decisions.

Regardless of vehicle age, Toyota drivers consistently associate main
dealer servicing with expertise, genuine parts and trust.

The most common reason for rejecting main-dealer servicing is a view
that the service cost is too expensive. This perception increases with
the age of the vehicle.

Our research tells us that whilst customers value the quality, expertise
and trust that Toyota servicing offers, many just don’t want to pay for
it, especially as the car ages.

When introduced to the concept of Toyota Warranty, though, 71% said
they would prefer the main-dealer service with warranty included,
over a cheaper independent service without the warranty.

When asked how much more they would be willing to spend on a
Toyota Centre service with warranty included, versus a local
independent, almost 50% selected the highest option of £150 more.

This gives us confidence Toyota Warranty is a strong value proposition
for Servicing, and an important message to convey to customers.

Our ambition is to overcome price concerns, so more customers
choose Toyota for their next service.
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As part of the Toyota Warranty proposition, the Toyota 5-year warranty message has been removed from all materials.

WHO?

Ensure sales teams are aware of this change and have drawn up
clear action plans to manage and communicate with affected
customers. All teams to ensure that all 5-Year warranty
communications assets are removed from websites, CRM
templates, email signatures, new vehicle sales documentation
and point-of-sale.

WHEN?

All 5-year warranty mentions, references and logos should have
been removed. Please remove any remaining reference online or
within the Showroom as soon as possible.
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CENTRE ACTIONS

Audit & remove all references to Toyota Relax, including logo
and text.

Sign up for After Sales CMC, if you are not already on the
programme.

Review CRM templates, including MRS process, to replace
Toyota Relax messaging with Toyota Warranty messaging.

Brief contact centre staff, and ensure they are aware of the
change from Toyota Relax to Toyota Warranty. Incorporate
updated Toyota Warranty benefits into call scripts and FAQs.

Work together with your marketing team to agree a updated
marketing plan to capitalise on the opportunities presented
by Toyota Warranty; including live, lapsed and unknown
customer activity.
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Thank you for reading
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